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Giulio Cesare (Julius Caesar) ........................................ Daniel Bubeck, Andrew Rader
Curio, a Roman tribune ......................................................... Daniel Lentz, Antonio Santos
Cornelia, widow of Pompeo .................................................. Lindsay Ammann, Julia Pefanis
Sesto, son to Cornelia and Pompeo ......................................... Ann Sauder
Archilla, general
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Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt .................................................... Jacqueline Brecheen, Meghan Dewald
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Dedicates this evening’s performance of

Giulio Cesare

by George Frideric Handel

to Georgina Joshi and Louise Addicott
Synopsis

Place: Egypt
Time: 48 B.C.

Act I

Giulio Cesare has defeated the forces of his political rival and former son-in-law, Pompeo, and arrives on the banks of the Nile in triumph. Cornelia, Pompeo’s second wife, begs for clemency for her husband, but Cesare says it will be granted only if the man comes to him in person. Scarcely has he said this than Achilla, the Egyptian military leader, brings in a casket containing Pompeo’s head – a gift from Tolomeo, the co-ruler, with Cleopatra, of Egypt. Cesare takes the gesture badly and leaves to remonstrate with Tolomeo. Cornelia faints, reviving in the arms of her son, Sesto, and Curio, Cesare’s aide. She bemoans her sorrowful state, for which death offers no relief. Sesto resolves to strike down his father’s murderer.

Cleopatra learns from her vassal, Nireno, of Pompeo’s murder. Realizing that her brother, Tolomeo, arranged this in hopes of currying favor with Cesare, she decides she must see the Roman emperor herself to muster support for her position as queen. Tolomeo scoffs at her, but she is determined to use her charms on Cesare. Achilla enters with the news that Cesare was angered by the murder of Pompeo, adding that he would gladly do away with Cesare in return for Cornelia’s hand. Tolomeo welcomes the idea of being rid of the Roman conqueror.

Cesare muses on the fragility of life and fame as he stands before the monument containing Pompeo’s remains. Curio introduces “Lidia,” actually Cleopatra in disguise as one of her ladies-in-waiting. As she tells of her tribulations at the hands of the tyrant Tolomeo, Cesare is amazed by her beauty. He excuses himself, leaving for Tolomeo’s palace. Cleopatra and Nireno hide as the grieving Cornelia appears. She musters the courage to murder Tolomeo, but Sesto stops her, saying that he will avenge Pompeo. “Lidia” steps forth and offers the services of her adviser Nireno, who will lead the way to the guilty Tolomeo.

Tolomeo guardedly receives Cesare at his palace. He plans to have him ambushed, but Cesare suspects treachery. When Achilla introduces Cornelia, Tolomeo himself is smitten by her beauty, though he pretends to Achilla that the latter may still hope to marry her. Sesto tries unsuccessfully to challenge Tolomeo to combat. When Cornelia scorns Achilla’s wooing, he sends Egyptian soldiers to arrest Sesto. As she bemoans this latest misfortune, Sesto bids her a dejected farewell.

Act II

Cleopatra tells Nireno to lure Cesare to her rooms by promising news of “Lidia.” She withdraws, and Cesare arrives in search of her. He is distracted by the sound of beautiful music, and when “Lidia” appears, singing the praises of Cupid’s darts, Cesare is enchanted.
Achilla continues to plead with the adamant Cornelia. When he leaves, Tolomeo also tries to court her, with the same results. Sesto enters, bent on avenging his father’s death. Meanwhile, Cesare finally finds his “Lidia” only to be disturbed by sounds of conspirators approaching. Revealing her identity, Cleopatra urges him to flee, but he goes to face his enemies as she prays for his safety.

Act III

Sounds of battle denote the clash between Tolomeo’s and Cleopatra’s armies. Victorious, Tolomeo orders the still-defiant Cleopatra to be imprisoned. Cesare, having barely survived the fray, pulls himself from the water and prays for news of his beloved. Sesto enters, guided by Nireno, in search of Tolomeo; instead he finds the wounded Achilla. To avenge himself on Tolomeo for abducting Cornelia, Achilla hands Sesto a seal that will give him command over a hundred armed men in a nearby cave. As Achilla dies, Cesare demands the seal, declaring he will save both Cornelia and Cleopatra or die in the attempt.

Guarded by soldiers in Tolomeo’s camp, Cleopatra fears that Cesare is dead, shattering her last hopes. She is astonished when he appears and embraces her. As he leads his soldiers off to the conquest, she compares her joy to that of a person rescued from a shipwreck. Cornelia and Sesto finally confront Tolomeo and take their rightful revenge.

Cesare and Cleopatra enter Alexandria in triumph. Cornelia presents trophies of the slain Tolomeo to Cesare, who passes them on to Cleopatra, saying he will support her rule. As the two declare their love, the people welcome the return of peace.

Conductor’s Note

Welcome to the dazzling and exotic world of the Baroque opera. This particular beast requires skills, insights, and stylistic demands unlike other opera, and thanks to the generosity of the Joshi family, tonight’s cast has had a special journey to prepare them for their visit to Egypt. First, a series of master classes on Baroque ornamentation with the distinguished faculty of the Early Music Institute and then a series of coachings with the renowned Welsh soprano, Eiddwen Harrhy, herself a great singer of Handel. Preliminary sessions on acting with Tom Diamond took place in October, and I focused on how to study Baroque music, with special emphasis on recitative, the “spoken” dialogue between arias, where much of the action takes place.

Ornamentation, or the practice of adding notes to melodies to heighten its emotion and drama, is an essential art for Baroque music and very similar to techniques used by jazz singers and instrumentalists. There are three fundamental types of ornaments: the appoggiatura, the trill, and divisions. The appoggiatura adds an unusually dissonant note to lean on an important word or melodic note, just as a blue note in jazz. Trills (or shakes) are the alternation of one main note with its neighbor, or a reiteration of a single note. Handel’s original Cleopatra, the soprano
Francesca Cuzzoni, had such an astounding array of trills that she was said “to have a nest of nightingales in her belly” (both our Cleopatras have equally astounding trills). The third ornament, divisions, divide single notes into many notes, as scat singing does in jazz.

Handel’s *da capo* arias (returning to the head or *capo* of the aria, exactly like our popular song form of chorus, bridge, chorus) offer rich opportunities and challenges for the imagination of the singer. Just as in Handel’s time, tonight’s singers have developed their own embellishments with the guidance of treatises and teachers, imitation of great artists, and the most daring of all: spontaneous inspiration!

With another nod to Baroque style, you will see that the pit is raised higher than usual to allow for an intimate communication between singers and orchestra and to allow the brilliance of Handel’s orchestral writing to astound the audience. Two harpsichords, lute, guitar, and cello comprise the *continuo* group because they play continuously through the evening. They improvise their accompaniment and are used to support and color the recitative sections of the opera. Handel took great care with his recitative; his librettist was also his principal cellist, and it is interesting to note that some of Handel’s favorite singers were also favorite leading ladies of David Garrick, the great theatrical innovator. These sections contain fascinating musical declamation and imaginative rhetoric and are filled with the variety that makes Handel such a superb dramatist.
There is one final note which may be uncomfortable to read, particularly for the men in the audience: among Handel’s principal singers would have been several noted castratos, men castrated before puberty to preserve their soprano voices, though their bodies and lung capacity grew to adult size. These singers were treated like rock stars: amassing great fortunes, political influence, love affairs (!), and legions of fans. Castratos being in short supply today, we use countertenors: male singers who have an extended vocal technique with an extensive upper range embracing falsetto (think Wayne Newton, The Beach Boys, or Justin Timberlake). The Indiana University Jacobs School of Music has four wonderful young countertenors who will spellbind you with their abilities.

Please enjoy your journey, guided by Mr. Handel, to the far off land of Egypt and the legendary love affair of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar, which changed the course of history, redrew geography, and gave us an opera filled with opulent melodies and heart-rending drama.

— Gary Thor Wcdow, February 2009

Notes to Giulio Cesare
by Derek Stauff

Handel’s Giulio Cesare, like most Italian opera from the early eighteenth century, can be described as a singer’s opera—one whose purpose is to showcase the vocal abilities of the lead singers. A complex set of conventions governed opera seria, most of which served to place the spotlight on the stars. Opera seria had its literary merits, at least to those fluent in Italian, but in England, such subtleties did not have broad appeal. Most audience members wanted to hear tunes and had little patience for lengthy dialogue in a foreign tongue. We cannot, of course, reduce Handel’s opera to merely a pretense for a few singers to flaunt their talent, but in eighteenth-century England, spectators came to the opera primarily to hear their favorite performers.

Handel and his librettist, Nicola Haym, tailored the leading roles in Giulio Cesare for two famous Italians whose international reputations were at their peak in 1724: the castrato Senesino as Cesare and Francesca Cuzzoni as Cleopatra. Managers paid them enormous sums—much more than the composer—in hopes that they would draw a crowd. Where Handel might earn about 800 pounds per season, Cuzzoni regularly received 2,000, and Senesino had been lured away from the Dresden opera in 1720 by more than 3,000.

Senesino and Cuzzoni sang the most and longest arias and had the most elaborate orchestral accompaniments. In the original 1724 production, each sang eight arias and two duets. (Cornelia and Sesto—characters of some importance—had four or five arias, Tolomeo and Achilla fewer still.) As a result, Cesare and Cleopatra have scope to express a wider range of moods than the other characters, giving them greater depth. Their music, generally scored for a larger contingent of instruments, confirms their importance. They also sing more arias in the three-part da capo form.
Audiences of the time enjoyed this form because the return of the entire opening section encouraged singers to display their ability to embellish or rework the melody. Given the most da capo arias, Cesare and Cleopatra had greater opportunity to exhibit their skill.

Handel crafted his arias to play to his singers’ strengths. Senesino, like many castrati, had good breath control and flexibility but a limited range. Consequently, Handel set Cesare’s opening aria, “Presti omai,” in a range that remains mostly within the span of six notes, especially during long rapidly moving passages in which he could flaunt his superior breath control. Senesino also had become famous for his ability to crescendo and decrescendo on a single drawn-out pitch, and many of Cesare’s arias feature such a note.

The main characters appear in scenes that feature novel aural and visual effects that were sure to attract the audience. Cesare sings his last aria in Act I, “Va tacito,” to the sound of the horn no other character receives such accompaniment. In an opera orchestra, horns were still a novelty in 1724, and Handel reserved their use for special moments and favored characters. Cesare also sings an aria in which the accompanying violin imitates birdsong, another special effect. In the original production, Cleopatra appeared amid the spectacular moving scenery of Mount Parnassus at the opening of Act II. The presence of an on-stage instrumental ensemble—presumably representing the music of the spheres—further distinguishes this scene. The singing of the two lead characters in the midst of such a dazzling set would have delighted both eye and ear.

The dominant role played by specific star singers does much to explain the plot, music, and staging, but it cannot explain why Giulio Cesare continues to enjoy success when most operas from its time now languish in obscurity after one or two revivals. Several features of this opera worked in its favor. Compared to most opera seria in the eighteenth century, the plot of Giulio Cesare is easy to follow. In addition, Cesare and Cleopatra are more familiar to us than many other opera seria characters, perhaps through their representation in Shakespeare and film. Finally, Handel’s music is exceptional. Where his lesser contemporaries might compose a series of routine arias, Handel regularly varies their form, scoring, and mood, and, at the most basic level, he writes music that is both inventive and engaging.
Artistic Staff Biographies

Gary Thor Wedow, Conductor

Gary Thor Wedow recently led an acclaimed new production of Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride for Seattle Opera, Die Zauberflöte at the Juilliard School, Baroque concerts in his debuts with the Seattle Symphony and Orchestra London, and Don Giovanni with the San Francisco Opera’s Merola Program. His long association with the New York City Opera has included many performances of Carmen, Le nozze di Figaro, Patience, and the company’s distinguished production of Handel’s Xerxes, an opera he has also conducted for Pittsburgh Opera and the Wolf Trap Opera with period instruments. Other Handel performances include Giulio Cesare with Seattle Opera and The Florida Grand Opera, Rinaldo with Berkshire Opera and Ariodante, and Alcina with Toronto’s Opera in Concert. Career highlights include La Calisto and Giasone of Cavalli and the North American premiere of Sartorio’s Giulio Cesare in Egitto for the Canadian Opera Company, all with Tom Diamond directing; L’elisir d’amore and La bohème at Chautauqua Opera; and L’in coronazione di Poppea and La finta giardiniera for the Juilliard Opera Center. Upcoming performances include the world première of The Loathly Lady, a new opera by Paul Richards and Wendy Steiner, Matthäus Passion with the Berkshire Choral Festival, and Il Ritorno d’Ulisse in Patria for Wolf Trap. Formerly associate conductor of Boston's Handel and Haydn Society under Thomas Dunn, Wedow is a frequent collaborator with countertenor Lawrence Lipnik. He studied piano at the Jacobs School of Music with the renowned virtuoso Jorge Bolet and currently is on the faculty of The Juilliard School and the Jacobs School of Music.
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Tom Diamond, Stage Director

Following an early career as an actor and theatre director, Toronto-based Tom Diamond began his operatic work as a member of the Canadian Opera Company's Ensemble Studio. Career highlights include developing and directing world premières of Timothy Sullivan's Florence, The Lady with the Lamp for the Elora Festival (Chalmers Award) and Chan Ka Nin's Iron Road (Dora Mavor Moore Award) for Tapestry New Opera Works, where he is in his third season as Resident Director/Dramaturge.

Among his many productions, he has staged five operas for Pacific Opera Victoria and nine for the Canadian Opera Company, including the Dora-winning Julius Caesar and, most recently, a successful resurrection of the obscure Don Giovanni by Giuseppe Gazzaniga (the inspiration for Mozart’s masterpiece). Later this year, Diamond will direct Mozart’s Don Giovanni in Sulmona, Italy and his first Magic Flute at Canada’s National Arts Centre, which will mark the operatic conducting debut of Pinchas Zukerman.

His production of Squonk was an off-Broadway hit and transferred to Broadway, where it won the American Theatre Wing’s Hewes Award. Diamond’s first short film, The Perfect Match, premièred to unanimous critical acclaim as part of Tapestry’s Opera To Go at Harbourfront’s World Stage Festival. It has been seen at film festivals across North America and was nominated for Best Experimental Film at the 2008 Miami Short Film Festival.

Diamond is one of the most renowned and sought-after teachers on the continent. He is the acting coach for the COC Ensemble Studio. He has directed and coached at many universities, conservatories, and young artist programs, including Merola (San Francisco Opera), the Eastman School of Music, the New England Conservatory, University of Toronto’s Opera Division, the Royal Conservatory of Music’s Glen Gould Studio, and annually in summer programmes for Toronto’s Queen of Puddings and in Saint Andrews By The Sea, New Brunswick.

He has collaborated with Maestro Gary Wedow on three previous occasions, including internationally acclaimed productions of Giasone and La Calisto by Cavalli and Giulio Cesare in Egitto by Antonio Sartorio (possibly the first staged performance of this masterpiece since the 17th century).

Diamond is perhaps most often recognized for his participation in both seasons of the Gemini Award-winning television series Bathroom Divas (seen in the USA on Ovation TV).

Robert O’Hearn, Costumes and Set Designer

Robert O’Hearn earned his bachelor’s degree from Indiana University in 1943. He was a scenic and costume designer for the Metropolitan Opera, Vienna Staatsoper, Vienna Volksoper, Hamburg Staatsoper, New York City Opera, Greater Miami Opera, Houston Grand Opera, Santa Fe Opera, American Ballet Theatre, New York City Ballet, San Francisco Ballet, and Ballet West. He served as professor for the Studio and Forum of Stage Design in New York from 1968 to 1988. O’Hearn has also given guest lectures and classes at Carnegie Mellon, Brandeis, and Penn State University. O’Hearn retired from IU in the spring of 2008.
Cast Biographies

Giulio Cesare (Julius Caesar)

Countertenor Daniel Bubeck made his professional debut to critical acclaim as the First Countertenor in the world première of John Adams’ *El Niño*, directed by Peter Sellars and conducted by Kent Nagano at the Théâtre Musical de Paris-Châtelet. He has since performed this role with numerous orchestras. He has collaborated with such conductors as Esa Pekka Salonen, Robert Spano, and David Robertson. Past solo engagements include concerts of Handel arias with the Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Scarlatti’s *Tigrane* at the Bloomington Early Music Festival, Handel’s *Flavio* at New York City Opera, *Messiah* and *St. Matthew Passion* with American Bach Soloists, Henze’s *Das verratene Meer* with the Tokyo Symphony, the American première of *Lost Objects* with Concerto Köln, music by David Lang, Julia Wolfe, and Michael Gordon, and excerpts from Phillip Glass’ *Akhnaten* with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, conducted by John Adams. He has also sung the role of Oberon in Britten’s *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* for productions at Indiana University and the Peabody Conservatory. Upcoming performances include *El Niño* with the Orchestra of St. Lukes at Carnegie Hall and Oberon in Britten’s *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* at the 2009 Princeton Festival. Bubeck can be heard on recordings of John Adams’ *El Niño* conducted by Kent Nagano (Nonesuch CD/Art Haus Musik DVD) and the soundtrack of the Warner Brothers thriller *I Am Legend*. A native of Wilmington, Delaware, Bubeck holds degrees from Indiana University, Peabody Conservatory, and the University of Delaware, and he is currently working on a doctorate in voice at IU, where he studies with Patricia Stiles.
Andrew Rader received his Bachelor of Music in Voice in May of 2007 from Middle Tennessee State University. While there, he made his opera debut as Oberon in Benjamin Britten's *A Midsummer Night's Dream*. Subsequently, he served as adjunct piano faculty for his alma mater for one year while awaiting a decision on graduate-level education. Currently, he is serving as an associate instructor for the Early Music Institute of the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. There, he is an alto in the Concentus Vocal Ensemble, a performing group of the Early Music Institute. His tenure as one of the staff altos for St. George’s Episcopal Church of Nashville, Tenn., brought him under the direction of Murray Forbes Somerville. While there, Rader was a soloist for J. S. Bach's *St. John Passion* and Henry Purcell’s *Come, Ye Sons of Art*, as well as numerous verse anthems and other solo/ chamber works. He has also done solo work with Belle Meade Baroque—an Early Music ensemble also under Somerville's direction. In the summer of 2008, Rader was offered the opportunity to travel to Magdeburg, Germany, with the Westminster Presbyterian Church of Nashville to make his European debut as a soprano soloist for J. S. Bach's Cantata BWV 80. Upcoming engagements include performances of *Fire and Ice: Michelangelo the Writer* in Nashville (March), the *Lagrime di San Pietro* in Indianapolis (April), and a fringe concert on the Boston Early Music Festival (June) with the IU Sackbut Ensemble.

**Curio, a Roman tribune**

Daniel Lentz is pursuing a master’s degree in voice from the Jacobs School of Music at Indiana University with Dale Moore. He received his Bachelor of Music from The College of Wooster in Ohio, where he was awarded the Pi Kappa Lambda Prize in Music Performance and nominated for the Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship. Lentz has sung in many operas at IU, including *La bohème*, *Les contes d’Hoffmann*, *La traviata*, *Le nozze di Figaro*, and *Le Cendrillon*. He has performed scenes from *Don Pasquale*, *Carousel*, and *Dialogues of the Carmelites* and plans to sing Betto in Gianni Schicchi in the Graduate Opera Workshop with Carol Vaness. Last season, he sang the role of Antonio in *Le nozze di Figaro*, and in the spring, he sang the role of Böser Geist in *Szenen aus Goethe’s Faust* with the IU Chorale and Chamber Orchestra. In addition to the opera stage, Lentz has portrayed many principal roles in musicals and theater. He recently participated in master classes with Roger Vignoles, singing from *Dichterliebe*, and with Casey Robards, singing from Wolf’s *Italienisches Liederbuch*. He has toured as a soloist with The Wooster Chorus throughout the East Coast, including the baritone solos in Fauré’s *Requiem* at Trinity Cathedral in Boston, Mass. He has performed with Akron Lyric Opera in *The Mikado*. His past oratorio and concert engagements include *Messiah*, *Lord Nelson Mass*, *Fantasy on Christmas Carols*, and several works by J. S. Bach. Currently, Lentz sings with the choir of Trinity Episcopal in Bloomington under the direction of Marilyn Keiser.

Spanish baritone Antonio Santos has performed in Spain, Portugal, France, Brazil, and the United States. A soloist and chamber artist, he has performed with numerous ensembles, including Mater Saule (Madrid, Spain), Chamber Choir of Early Music Academy (USAL, Spain), Lipzodes (US), Musica Poetica (Holland), IU Baroque Orchestra (US), Symphonic Orchestra of Burgos (Spain), and La Stigia, an early—music ensemble that he founded. He has sung Purcell’s *Dido and Aeneas* (Aeneas), Scarlatti’s *Tigrane* (Orcone), Holzbauer’s *Hypermnestra* (Delmirus) Rameau’s *Les Indes Galantes*, Verdi’s *La traviata*, and Prokoviev’s *The Love for Three Oranges* (Chorus). This marks his debut with IU
Opera Theater. Santos earned degrees in history and musicology from the University of Salamanca (Spain) and in voice from the Professional Conservatory of Music of Salamanca. There, he attended courses at the Early Music Academy under the tutelage of David Mason and Richard Levitt. In 2008, Santos received the Performer Diploma in Voice at the IU Jacobs School of Music, where he is currently pursuing his Master of Music under the direction of tenor Paul Elliott.

Cornelia, widow of Pompeo

Lindsay Ammann is a master’s student at Indiana University, where she is an associate instructor of voice and studies with Costanza Cuccaro. While at IU, she has sung Dame Doleful in Penhorwood’s Too Many Sopranos, Maddelena in Rigoletto, Nettie Sloan/Aunt Bea in the collegiate première of Bolcom’s A Wedding, and was the Alto Soloist in Verdi’s Requiem with the Oratorio Chorus and Philharmonic Orchestra. She received her bachelor’s from Augustana College in Sioux Falls, SD, where she studied with Cheryl Koch. In the 2009-2010 season, she will sing the Page of Herodias in Salome and cover Samira in The Ghosts of Versailles with the Opera Theatre of St. Louis (OTSL). Ammann will then join the Pittsburgh Opera Center and will sing Olga in Eugene Onegin, Dame Quickly in Falstaff, the title role in The Rape of Lucretia, Marcellina in Le nozze di Figaro, and cover and perform the title role in Carmen. During 2008-2009, she sang Kate Pinkerton in Madame Butterfly for OTSL. In 2007, Ammann was a national semi-finalist in the Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions.
Julia Pefanis, mezzo-soprano, is pursuing a Master of Music in Voice, studying under Sharmal Schrock. She received her Bachelor of Music from IU with honors, studying under Alan Bennett, Patricia Havranek, and Patricia Stiles. With IU Opera Theater, she has recently appeared in the choruses of La traviata and Cendrillon. She also participated in IU’s recital of Wolf’s Italienisches Liederbuch, led by Casey Robards. Pefanis will later this year appear as La Principessa in Suor Angelica in the IU Graduate Opera Workshop. She was a finalist and scholarship recipient in the GWM Competition in Chicago in 2008 and is currently receiving an IU Music Merit Award and Faculty Scholarship.

Sesto, son to Cornelia and Pompeo

Mezzo-soprano Ann Sauder is native of Peoria, Ill. In 2005, she received her Bachelor of Voice from the IU Jacobs School of Music and plans to receive her Master of Music in Voice from IU in the spring of 2009. Sauder has performed regularly on the Musical Arts Center stage, appearing with IU Opera Theater as Hansel in Hansel and Gretel, Dorabella in Così fan tutte, Second Lady in The Magic Flute, and Praskovia/Do-do in The Merry Widow. She has also performed the roles of Dorabella in Così fan tutte, Dryad in Ariadne auf Naxos, and Aunt Eller in Oklahoma! at the Brevard Music Center summer festival, and has performed as a soloist with the IU Philharmonic, the IU New Music Ensemble, the IU Contemporary Vocal Ensemble, the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, the Brevard Music Center Orchestra, and the Columbia
Chorale. She has participated in master classes with Roger Vignoles, Russell Ryan, Nico Castel, and Nancy Gustavson. Sauder studies with Patricia Stiles.

Archilla, general and counselor to Tolomeo

A native of Bakersfield, Calif., baritone **Adonis Duque Abuyen**, is a second-year doctoral student. Abuyen completed his Bachelor of Music at Chapman University, under the tutelage of Peter Atherton. At Chapman, he was seen in many opera productions, including *Die Zauberflöte*, as Papageno, and *Gianni Schicchi*, as Simone. Other roles performed in Southern California include Figaro in W. A. Mozart's *Le nozze di Figaro* and Balthazar in *Amahl and the Night Visitors*. A former student of Giorgio Tozzi, Abuyen made his IU Opera Theater debut as a master's student in 2005. Past roles with IU Opera Theater include Javelinot in Poulenc's *Dialogues des Carmélites*; Peter, the father, in Humperdinck's *Hansel and Gretel*; Abbate Cospicuo in Busoni’s *Arlecchino*; Schauard in *La bohème*; Lindorf in Offenbach’s *Les contes d’Hoffmann*; and, most recently, Maraczek in the musical *She Loves Me* and Cajus in *The Merry Wives of Windsor*. Abuyen is a student of Patricia Stiles.

Hailing from Beulah, Colo., **Cody Medina**, bass-baritone, is a doctoral student. He holds a Bachelor of Music in Voice from the University of Denver's Lamont School of Music, where he studied with Kenneth Cox, and a Master of Music from the Jacobs School of Music, where he studies with Timothy Noble. While at Lamont, Medina was awarded the Frank Toth Memorial Award for outstanding service to the community of music and the Denver Lyric Opera Guild Award for being the outstanding student of opera studies. Medina has sung with Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre and Cleveland Opera Circle, performing the roles of the King of Egypt (*Aida*) and Il Prefetto (*Linda di Chamounix*), respectively. He was a guest artist at the Maud Powell Music Festival in the Illinois Valley from 2004-2006. Making his European début in Rome, Italy, in 1999, singing the role of Antonio and understudying the role of Figaro (*Le nozze di Figaro*), Medina returned to Rome the following year to perform Sarastro (*Die Zauberflöte*). He has also been in the world premières of *Marylin Monroe, Maud Powell: Queen of the Violinists*, and the oratorio *Prophecy*, creating the roles of Arthur Miller, Bram Powell, and God, respectively. While at IU, Medina has sung the roles of Comte des Grieux (*Manon*), St. Peter (*Too Many Sopranos*), Olin Blitch (*Susannah*), Herr Riech (*Die lustigen Weiber von Windsor*), and Snooks (*A Wedding*). He was also featured as the bass soloist in Verdi’s *Requiem*.

Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt

**Jacqueline Brecheen**, soprano, is in her final year of the master's program at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. She has performed the roles of Susanna in W. A. Mozart's *Le nozze di Figaro*, Adina in Donizetti's *L'eling d'amore*, and Just Jeanette in Edwin Penhorwood's *Too Many Sopranos*. She received a Bachelor of Music from Southeastern Louisiana University, where she studied with Scharmal Schrock. During her undergraduate years, Brecheen performed the roles of Laurie in *The Tender Land*, Monica in *The Medium*, and Dorine in *Tartuffe*. She also appeared as a soloist in Barber's *Prayers of Kierkegaard*, Respighi's *Lauda per la natività del Signore*, Saint-Saëns' *Christmas Oratorio*, and Vivaldi's *Magnificat*. Her awards include 2000 and 2001 first-places at the Gulf Coast Region of National Association of Teachers of Singing. She is currently studying with Costanza Cuccaro.
Meghan Dewald, soprano, is a second-year master’s student, studying with Costanza Cuccaro. She recently performed the leading role of Camelia la Tejana in the world première of Gabriela Ortiz’s “videopera” ¡Únicamente la verdad! at the IU Jacobs School of Music. Other IU appearances include Diana in William Bolcom’s A Wedding and Margarita Xirgu in the collegiate première of Osvaldo Golijov’s Ainadamar. Dewald’s operatic credits include the roles of Juliette in Romeo et Juliette (OperaWorks tour) and Berta in Il barbiere di Siviglia with Kentucky Opera and First Lady in Die Zauberflöte and Suor Dolcina in Suor Angelica at Northwestern University. She has been the recipient of several awards, including Second-Place Regional Finalist and District Winner in the Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions, Indianapolis Matinee Musicale Competition award winner, and Friends of Music scholarship recipient at Indiana University. She has participated in master classes with Gianna Rolandi, David Gately, and Elizabeth Upchurch. A native of Reading, Penn., Dewald completed her Bachelor of Music degree magna cum laude at Northwestern University.

Nireno, Cleopatra’s confidant

A native of Decatur, Ind., mezzo-soprano Lydia Dahling is in her second year of undergraduate study at the Jacobs School of Music, where she studies with Alice Hopper. She previously studied voice with IU alumnus Robert Allen Saunders and also studied with Jeffrey Norris at the Interlochen Arts Academy. Dahling sang the roles of Maurya in Riders to the Sea and Miss Jessel in scenes from The Turn of the Screw during her studies at Interlochen.

At IU, Dahling has been seen as a soloist for the Symphonic Choir and University Chorale, and sang the roles of Anita and Rosalia in scenes from West Side Story in the Undergraduate Opera Workshop. This fall, she participated in the Virginia Zeani master class. She is the cover for the role of Cornelia. Giulio Cesare marks her debut with IU Opera Theater.

Mezzo-soprano Clara Nieman is in the senior year of her undergraduate degree. This production marks her debut role with IU Opera Theater. Last year, she played Dorilla in Scarlatti’s Tigrane with the Bloomington Early Music Festival. For the last two summers, she has been a young artist at Seagle Music Colony, performing Hansel in Hansel and Gretel, Peep-Bo in The Mikado, and The Waiting Woman in Pasatieri’s The Goose Girl. At IU, she has coached Lieder with Roger Vignoles and performed solos with University Singers, University Chorale, and Motet Choir. Nieman is also the cover for the role of Sesto. She is a student of Scharmal Schrock.

Tolomeo King of Egypt

Dominic Lim, originally from Concord, Calif., is pursuing a Master of Music in Voice in the Early Music Institute at Indiana University. He currently studies with Paul Elliott and has also studied with Drew Minter, Ellen Hargis, Myron McPherson, and Lorraine Manz (Oberlin Conservatory of Music). Lim has a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from Oberlin College and is a graduate of the Academy of Classical Ballet in Oakland, Calif. His
opera credits include Tigrane (Oronte) with the Bloomington Early Music Festival, Idomeneo (Idamante) with the California Music Festival, Xerxes (Elviro) and La Clemenza di Tito (Annio), both with Nico Castel and the New York Opera Studio. Before becoming a countertenor, Lim worked as a singer/actor in New York City. Theater and TV credits include Mame (Ito) at North Shore Music Theater (NSMT), Miss Saigon (NSMT and Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera), The Karaoke Show (Off-Broadway), and a role on All My Children. Lim was a cantor at St. Francis Xavier Church (NYC) for seven years, a featured psalmist on the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Web-site, and was recently recorded for the upcoming eighth edition of the Norton Anthology of Western Music.

Peter Thoresen, countertenor, is currently pursuing coursework toward the Doctor of Music in Voice and Vocal Literature at the Jacobs School of Music. This production marks his debut with Indiana University Opera Theater. Last spring, he made his Bloomington Early Music Festival debut in a performance of Scarlatti’s Tigrane. His operatic performances include roles in La Calisto and Venus and Adonis with the American Opera Theater and the title role in Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo with the Bay Area Summer Opera Theater Institute. Additionally, Thoresen sang the role of Dimitri in Fedora with Lyric Opera of Chicago. His solo oratorio and concert performances include engagements with the Monterey Symphony and Chorus, Handel Choir of Baltimore, and Chicago Symphony Orchestra Chamber Musicians. Prior to moving to Bloomington, he lived in San Francisco, where he was a member of the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra Chorale, singing in performances of J. S. Bach’s Weihnachts-Oratorium and Handel’s Belshazzar under the direction
of Nicholas McGegan and Bruce Lamott. He recently received the Martha Lipton Memorial Award in Bloomington’s National Society of Arts and Letters Voice Competition and was named a San Francisco District Winner in the Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions in 2006. He received a Bachelor of Music in Voice from Illinois Wesleyan University and a Master of Music in Voice from the Peabody Conservatory. Thoresen currently studies with Patricia Havranek.
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Leadership Circle

Members of the Leadership Circle have each contributed gifts of $100,000 or more to the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. We gratefully acknowledge the following donors whose generosity helps the school reach new heights and build a sound financial framework for the future.
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Recognition of Established Funds and Plans

The Indiana University Jacobs School of Music gratefully acknowledges all persons and institutions who support our students and faculty through the following endowments, scholarships, fellowships, estate plans, and other funds. As our dependence upon support from the private sector increases, we are deeply thankful for those who show their faith in the future of the IU Jacobs School of Music.
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Eva Heinritz Scholarship
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Barbara and David Jacobs Fellowship
Barbara and David Jacobs Scholarship
Mack H. Kay Scholarship for Excellence in Jazz Composition
Marilyn Keiser Organ Scholarship
Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship
Gregory C. Klimekler Memorial Scholarship
Eugene J. and Eleanor J. Knappik Scholarship
Lucie M. Kohlmeier Music Scholarship
in Voice
Peter and Monika Kroener International Scholarship
George and Elizabeth Krueger Memorial Scholarship
Michael Kurtner Music Education Fund
Robert LaMarchina Music Scholarship
James and Kathie Lazewitz Visiting Artist Fund
Sara J. and Robert F. LeBien Scholarship
Liberace Scholarship
Jay Lovins Memorial Scholarship
P.E. MacAllister Scholarship in Voice
John MacK Memorial Scholarship in Oboe
Wilda Gene Macun Piano Scholarship
Jay Mack Scholarship
Georgia Marion Memorial Scholarship
Arthur W. Mason Music Scholarship
Susan Sukman McCray Scholarship
Susann McDonald Harp Study Scholarship
Katherine V. McFall Scholarship
Bernardo and Johanna Mendel Graduate Fellowship
B. Winfred Merrill Scholarship
Otto Miesner Memorial Music Scholarship
Narab A. and Margaret Culver Miller Scholarship
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Jack and Marilyn Moore Graduate Flute Fellowship
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James and Helen Pellerite Flute Scholarship
Jackie Pemberton Memorial Scholarship
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Curt and Kate Porter Memorial Fellowship
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Gwyn Richards Scholarship
Agnes Davis Richardson Memorial Fellowship
John Richardson Jr., Violin Scholarship
Walter and Dorothy Robert Scholarship
Louise Margaret Roth Scholarship
Leonard and Maxine Ryan Memorial Fund
Roy and May Samuelson Scholarship
Elizabeth Schaefer Tenero Scholarship Fund
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Pam and Jack Burks Professorship
Linda C. and Jack M. Gill Chair in Violin
Jack L. and Dora B. Hamlin Endowed Chair in Piano
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Mary R. Book Music Scholarship
Frances A. Brockman Scholarship
Camera Scholarship
William B. Christ Memorial Scholarship
DeHaan Graduate Fellowship
Dr. D. Michael Donathan Scholarship
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Additional Privately Supported Funds

Jamey Aebersold Jazz Combo Fund
David N. Baker Visiting Artist Fund
Arthur Balsam Chamber Music Project
Mary E. & Richard H. Bradford Opera Informance Support Fund
A. Peter Brown Research Travel Fund
Elizabeth H. Burnham Music Instrument Maintenance Fund
Carillon Fund
Hoagy Carmichael Centennial Celebration Fund
Austin B. Caswell Award
IU Children’s Choir Fund
Cook Band Building Fund
Jazz Double Bass Studio Fund
Early Music Institute Fund
Robert Gatewood Opera Fund

The Legacy Society

The Legacy Society at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music honors the following individuals who have included the Jacobs School as a beneficiary under their wills, trusts, life insurance policies, retirement plans, and other estate-planning arrangements.
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Austin B. Caswell Award
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Robert Gatewood Opera Fund

Julius & Hanna Herford Fund for Visiting Scholars & Conductors
Indiana Theory Review
International Harp Competition Fund
Eva Janzer Memorial Fund
Georgina Joshi Composition Commission Award
Georgina Joshi Fund
Feda and Walter Kaufmann Prize in Musicology
Liberace Scholarship
Ethel Louise Lyman Memorial Fund
Marching Band Centennial Fund
Mary Justine McClain Opera Theater Fund
McKinney Music Foundation Fund
Menke/Webb/Sturgeon Inc. Fund
Arthur R. Metz Carillonneur Fund

Music Dean’s Dissertation Prize
Music Library Fund
Music Theory Fund
Department of Musicology Fund
Harvey Phillips Tuba-Euphonium Quartet Composition Contest Fund
Charlotte Reeves Chamber Music Endowment Fund
Mauier H. and Jackson A. Seward Organ Fund
Donald Louis Tavel Memorial Fund
On Your Toes Fund
Singing Hoosiers Endowment
Singing Hoosiers Fund
Jean Sinor Memorial Lecture Series
Trombone Artistic Activity Fund
Mary Wennerstrom Phillips and Leonard M. Phillips Endowment

The Legacy Society at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music honors the following individuals who have included the Jacobs School as a beneficiary under their wills, trusts, life insurance policies, retirement plans, and other estate-planning arrangements.

Richard L. and Ann T. Alden
Mildred Frazee Allen
Janet Amboise-Chaumont
Ione Breeden Auer
Dennis Bamber
Olimpia Barbera
The mission of the Society of the Friends of Music is to raise scholarship funds for deserving, talented students at the Indiana University Jacobs School of Music. The society was established in 1964 by a small group led by Herman B Wells and Wilfred C. Bain.

Endowed Gift Funds

The Robert M. Barker Scholarship in honor of Patsy Fell-Barker
Thomas J. Beddow & Joseph W. Nordlof Memorial Scholarship
The Alan P. Bell Memorial Scholarship
George A. Bilque, Jr. Scholarship
The Eleanor Jewell Byrnes Piano Scholarship
Marvin Carmack Scholarship
Anita Hursh Cast Scholarship
The Inga and Cesare Mario Cristini Scholarship
Harriett Block Macht
Hon. P. A. Mack, Jr.
Charles Jeffery Marlatt
Susan Sukman McRary
Douglas and Jean McLain
Sylvia McNair
Donald and Sonna Merk
William F. Milligan
Robert A. Mix
Dale and Cynthia Nelson
Del and Leroy Newkirk
Robert O’Hearn
Fred Opie and Melanie Spewock
Eleanor Osborn
Gilbert M. and Marie Alice Pearl
Charles F. Peters
Leonard Phillips
and Mary Wennerstrom
Judith Pless
Jack Wallace Porter
Ben B. Raney, Jr.
Clare Rayner
Charlotte Reeves
Albert and Lynn Reichle
Naomi Ritter
Murray and Sue Robinson
Eleanor Roehr
Roy and Mary Samuelsen
George Pershing Sappenfield
Morton and Virginia Schmucker
Hubert and Norma Seller
Maeve H. Seward
Maurice F. Shadley
Odene Fauntiet Shepherd
Donald G. Sider
Samuel W. and Martha K. Siurua
Catherine A. Smith
Mary Todd Snider
William D. and
Elizabeth Kiser Strauss, Jr.
Douglas and Margaret Strong
Maxine Rinne Talbot
Hans and Alice Tischler
Henry A. and Celicia Uppen
Nicoletta Vallerti
Robert J. Waller
Charles Webb
Michael Weiss
Patricia and Robert Williams
Ross A. Wingler
John D. Winters
5 Anonymous

Planned Gifts

David E. and M. Ruth Albright
Margaret K. Bachman
Anita Hursh Cast
Esther Ritz Collyer
Marianne V. Felton
Douglas and Virginia Jewell
Jeanette Calkins Marchant in memory of Velma and Emerson Calkins
Judith C. Simic
Memorials and Tributes

Margaret K. Bachman in memory of William Bachman
Richard E. Bishop in memory of Nancy Bishop
Myron and Susan Bloom in memory of John Calabrese
Francis and Kay Borkowski in honor of Anita Cast
Ellen Boruff in memory of William Boruff
Donald Breiter in memory of Marilyn Breiter
Fred and Suzanne Dahling in honor of Lydia Dahling
Linda Degh-Vazsonyi in memory of Andrew Vazsonyi
Anne Fraker in memory of Rupert Wentworth
Anna Jerger in memory of Goldie Newman
James H. Johnson in honor of Henry A. Upper
William Kunkel in memory of Patricia Kunkel
Eduardo Lebano in memory of Mary Lebano
Phillip and Linda Leckey in memory of Thomas John Drewes
Winston and Helen May in memory of Doris Neumann
Larry McCoy in memory of Thomas John Drewes
J. George and Muriel Mikelonis in honor of Maxie Schnicke
Betty Myers Bain in memory of John Myers
Jerrold and Virginia Myerson in memory of Albert Lazan
Marcia O’Brien Porter in memory of Ross Allen
Elyane Ostrower in memory of Burt Ostrower
Margret Rothmuller in memory of Marko Rothmuller
John and Lorna Seward in memory of Thomas John Drewes
Ruth Skernick in memory of Abraham Skernick
Sharon Stark in honor of Eric Stark
Monique J. Stolnitz in memory of George Stolnitz
Lewis H. Strouse in memory of Cora Strouse
John and Sheryl Sullivan in honor of Hillary Sullivan
Alexander Weaver in memory of Lillian Bass
Patricia Wise in memory of James Ramsey
Steven and Judith Young in honor of Richard L. Saucedo

Companies Providing Matching Gifts

Crown Management
Dana Corporation Foundation
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
Global Impact
IBM International Foundation
Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Endowment Inc.
Pinney Bowes
Seattle Foundation

Special Recognition

More than $10,000
Charles Francis Byrnes
James P. and Laura Byrnes
Ann S. Harrison
and Wade C. “Rusty” Harrison
John W. Jacobs

Guarantor Scholarship Circle

Hoagy Carmichael
$10,000
Shaun and Jill Byrnes

Cole Porter

$5,000 to $9,999
Anita Hursh Cast
Susie Dewey
John and Beth Drewes
John R. and Adele Edgeworth
Stephen and Jo Ellen Ham
Ross Jennings
Eleanor Jewell Byrnes
John Mason and Dinah Spolander
Meadowood Retirement Community
Smithville Telephone Company
Raymond H. and Marcie Tichenor
T.I.S. - Tichenor Foundation, Inc.
United Technologies
Anthony and Susan Wallace

Herman B Wells Circle

Gold
$2,500 to $4,999
Jennifer A. Cast
William F. Crawford
Marion R. Crawford
William K. and Katherine Estes
Richard Edwin Ford
Charles and Julia McClary
David and Virginia Rogers
John and Linda Zimmerman
Silver
$1,000 to $2,499

Applied Materials
Margaret K. Bachman
Margaret K. Bachman Trust
Robert Barker and Patsey Fell-Barker
Pamela Sue Baueil
William and Anitha Cast
Chesapeake Energy Corporation
Jean A. Creek
James L. Decaro Tod
Mary Patricia Doyle
Don and Suzanne Earnhart
Frank Joseph Eberle
Exxon Mobil
Harvey and Phyllis Feigenbaum
First Merchants Corporation
Edward P. Fox
Elizabeth Keck Franklin
Paul Gignilliat
James G. and Roberta Graham
B.G. Hoadley Quinnes, Inc.
Pamela Sue Buell
Peter and Monica Kroener
Kenneth R. Gros Louis
Frank N. and Athena Hrisomatos
Just Give
Nelda Christ Kahn and Jeanette Calkins Marchant
Eli Lilly and Company
Michael McRobbie
and Laurie Burns McRobbie

Michael H. Molenda
and Janet Stavropoulos
Gerald and Anne Moss
Elisabeth P. Myers
Dale and Cynthia Nelson
Old National Bancorp
Kenneth and Debra Renkens
Phyllis C. Schweizer
Jean M. Smith
Gregg and Judith Summerville
Hans and Sarah Thorelli
Charles H. Webb
Jack R. Wentworth
James and Joan Whitaker

Dean Wilfred Bain Circle
Patrons
$500 to $999

David E. and M. Ruth Albright
James and Ruth Allen
James and Susan Alling
Olimpia Farina Barbera
Mark and Mary Bauman
David A. and Ingrid Beery
Renee BENJAMIN
William and Helen Butler
William and Anita Cast
Fred and Suzanne Dahling
Linda Degh-Vazsonyi
Lee and Eleanor Dodge
Barbara Joan Dunn
Edward Phil Evans
Exxon Mobil Foundation
Howard and Virginia Gest
James and Joyce Grandorf
Lawrence P. and Celeste Hurst
Joanne C. Kubesch
Herbert Kuebler
Phillip and Linda Leckey
Jon and Susan Lewis
Howard and Carolyn Lickerman
Jean P. Lindsay
William and Violet Lynch
Ronald and Linda Maus
Robert and Olga May
Robert D. May Agency
Darl and Margaret Miller
John and Geraldine Miller
Delano and Luzetta Newkirk
Elizabeth Newlin
Martin and Shirley Newman
Carol R. Nicholas
Carol R. Nicholas Trust
James and Helen Pellerite
Eleanor Boyd Phillippe
Leonard Phillips
and Mary Wengerstrom
Fred A. Place
T.E. Reilly, Jr.
Margrit Rothmuller
John and Doza Ryan
April Sasso
Ricardo Colman Sasso
Stephanie S. Schutz
Jan Shipps
Jefferson Scott Shreve
Curtis and Judith Simic
Barbara F. Dunn Trust
Henry and Celicia Upper

Sustainers
$300 to $499

Robert Agranof and Susan Klein
S. Christian and Mary Albright
John David Ayres
Richard M. Baach
Ronald Kevin Bloom
Laura A. Bornholdt
Ellen R. Boruff
Malcolm Brown
James and Carol Campbell
Sarah Cleverger
Esther Ritz Collyer
Esther Ritz Collyer Rev. Trust
Bruce Corner and Gaye Gronlund
Sterling and Melinda Doster
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
Stephen A. Ehrlich
Ellen L. Essig
Marieanne Yvonne Felton
J. Robert and Berry Fields
Mary Emma Fiore
Richard S. Forkner
Mary Carolyn Gasser
Suzanne W. Gilson
Global Impact
Robert E. Guttmann
Ralph E. Hamon
Kenneth and Janet Harker
Robert and Ann Harman
Steven Leslie Hendricks
Carter and Kathleen Henrich
Ernest N. Hite and Joan Pauls
Jean C. Holsinger
Diane S. Humphreys
Peter P. Jacobi
Michael R. Jacobson
and Trine Sorenson
James Harold Johnson
Robert and Doris Johnson
James H. Johnson, Inc., PC
Kenneth W. and Linda Kaczmarek
Sandie S. Kirby
George and M. Catherine Korinek
Michael J. Larsen
and Ayelet Lindenstrauss Larsen
Dennis and Judy Leatherman
Harlan L. Lewis
and Doris Wittenburg
Eli Lilly and Company
Howard Mehlinger
Herbert A. and Judy S. Miller
Edward Mongoven
and Judith Schroeder
Daniel and Gale Nichols
Janet C. Paflas
Lloyd R. Peterson
and Margaret Intons-Peterson
John P. and Lisleott Richardson
Roger Frank and Tiiu Robison
Albert and Kathleen Ruesink
Karen Shaw
Odetta E. Shepherd
Richard H. Small
and Elizabeth Hewitt
Douglas R. and Margaret Strong
Lewis Hillard Strouse
Kenneth and Marcia VanderLinden
Martha F. Wailer
Barbara L. Wolf
Steven and Judith Young
Donors
$100 to $299

Mary E. Ehrich
Joe and Gloria Emerson
Mary Irwin Emison
Michael and Cheryl Engber
Alan and Sara Feldman
Richard and Susan Ferguson
Stephen and Connie Ferguson
John R. Fernandez
Joseph and Dolores Fiackable
Fidelity Investments Gift Fund
Linda Figen
Maurice Finkel
Richard and Victoria Flint
Elfrida Florck
IBM International Foundation
Bruce and Betty Fowler
John and Ella Fox
Anne' Turner Fraker
Sandra R. Freund
Sarah Elizabeth Frey
Ben M. Fulton
Cathy Fulton
Esther Gaber
Bermadino and Caterina Ghetti
Jeffrey M. Gill
Toby J. Gill
Vincent M. Golik
Samuel and Phyllis Guiskin
Jay Halig
Kenneth and Judy Hamilton
Stanley and Hilary Hamilton
Robert and Julie Hammel
John Bower Hartley
James Richard Hastler
Miriam Hatch
William Harvey
and Constance Hegarty
Barbara Jeanne Henn
James and Sandra Hertling
John Douglas Hobson
Patricia H. Hodge
Marian Hoffa
Marian M. Hoffa Revocable
Living Trust
Cynthia Hogan
Rona Hokanson
Jon and Judy Holdred
Richard Holen
Jon and Anne Kojola-Holen
Norman and Judy Holy
Donna Hornibrook
Ruth Donahue Housesheld
Robert and Jacqueline Hounchell
Frank and Athena Hrisomatos
Owen and Annette Hungerford
Bruce and Lea Jaffe
Marley Jesseph
Jewish Fed. of Greater Indianapolis
Martin Joachim
Lora D. Johnson
Rev. Donald A. Jones
Margaret S. Jones
Burton E. Jones
Gwen Kaag
Marilyn Jean Keiser
Janet Kelsey
John and Julian King
Howard Klug
Rosey Krakowitz
Shirley Krutilla
William Albert Kunkel
Abigail and Benjamin Kuzma
Yvonne Y. Lai
David and Suzanne Larsen
Merritt E. and D. Naomi Lawlis
John and Julia Lawson
Barbara J. Lawyer
Edoardo A. Lebano
Kristin Marie Lensch
Carolyn and Howard Lickerman
Lilly Endowment Inc.
George and Brenda Little
Pierpoint Asken Mack
Kenneth P. Mackie
James and Jeanne Madison
V. Rossi Lemeni Makedon Trust
M. Joel Mandelbaum
Daniel Mansfield Ent.
Nancy Graves Martin
Michael and Ann McAlexander
David Jason McClellan
Chester Leroy McCormack
Susann H. McDonald
Dennis and Beverly McGuire
Jerry and Lucy McIntosh
James L. McLay
Donald Lee McMasters
Laurie Burns McRobbie
and Michael McRobbie
Michael and Virginia Metzger
Herbert and Judy Miller
Laura J. Mills
Stephen and Sandra Moberly
Alfred and Carol Moellering
Michael Molenda
and Janet Stavropoulos
Kevin B. Morley
Frieda E. Myers
F. Timothy Nagler
Lee and Ardith Nehrt
Leonard and Louise Newman
Timothy and Donna Noble
Carol Nole
Gloria G. Noone
Douglas and Rona North
Eugene O'Brien
Joan C. Olcott
Richard and Jill Olshavsky
Robert A. and Mary Orben
Dan F. Osen
Elyane Ostrower
Cindy Otwall
John and Margaret Page
Kathryn Parrott
Sujal H. Patel
Harlan and Joanna Peithman
Dorothy Lois Peterson
Richard and Harriet Pfister
Doris Margaret Philbrick
Cheryl L. Phillips
Carol Pierce
John and Lois Pless
Philip and Debra Ponella
Maryrose Prater
Raymond and Eileen Prose
Stanley E. Ransom
Donations received between July 1, 2008, and June 30, 2009, will support scholarships for the 2009-2010 school year.

Board of Directors 2008 – 2009

Anita Cast, President
Thomas Beekewicz, Past President
Ruth Albright, Vice President
Murray Robinson, Treasurer
Laurie Burns McRobbie, Secretary

David Jacobs Jr., Honorary Member
Charles Webb, Honorary Member

Emeritus Board of Directors

Monika Kroener, President

Helen Caldwell
Marvin Carmack
Esther Collyer
Susie Dewey
Richard Ford
Darlene and Rajah Haddawi

Wayne C. “Rusty” Harrison, II
Monika and Peter Kroener
Jeanette Calkins Marchant
Eleanor Phillippe
Lois and John Pless

Lorna and John Seward
Erhel Closson Smith
Shannon and Bruce Storm
Don Thiele
Raymond Tichenor
Wayne Vincent

Vera O’Lessker
Janet Paflas
Joe Peacock
Debra Renkens
Scott Schurz
Judy Simic
Catherine Smith
Janet Stavroupolous
Henry Upper
Malcolm Webb

Olimpia Barbera
Shirley Bell
Pam Burks
Sheila Burrello
Beth Drewes
Frank Eberle
Phyllis Feigenbaum
Patsy Fell-Barker
Linda Gill
Jo Ellen Ham

Rona Hokanson
Peter Jacobi
George Korinek
Carolyn Lickerman
Susan Lyons
Darby McCarty
Anne Moss
Dale Nelson
Lenny Newman
Lou Newman

Vera O’Lessker
Janet Paflas
Joe Peacock
Debra Renkens
Scott Schurz
Judy Simic
Catherine Smith
Janet Stavroupolous
Henry Upper
Malcolm Webb

Judith Walcoff
George Walker
and Carolyn Lipson-Walker
Thomas Joseph Weakley
Eugene D. and Frances Weinberg
John P. Wentworth
Gloria Dunn Westfall
L. Alan and Elizabeth Whaley
James and Anna White
Mark Wiedenmayer
Virginia N. Wightman
G. Cleveland and Frances Willhoit
Robert and Patricia Williams
Roger Alan Williams
Lewiell and Elizabeth Winkler
Patricia Wise
Willard and Victoria Witte
James and Ruth Witten
Allen and Regis Wood
John and Margaret Woodcock
Robert and Judy Woodley
William and Margaret Yarber
George and Billie Yost
Virginia Zeani
Thomas and Maria Zoss
They enrich your life,
won’t you enrich theirs?

The performances of Jacobs School of Music students add immeasurably to our cultural life, but many of them could not be here without scholarship assistance. The Society of the Friends of Music is a volunteer organization whose mission focuses on providing scholarships for deserving, talented students at the Jacobs School of Music. Your annual membership contribution funds these scholarships, and to thank you for your donation, you will receive:

• The Libretto, the Friends of Music newsletter
• IU Music, the Jacobs School of Music magazine
• Prelude, the Jacobs School of Music monthly performance calendar
• Invitations to special events

Guarantor Scholarship Circle
☐ $10,000 Hoagy Carmichael**
☐ $5,000 Cole Porter**

Herman B Wells Circle
☐ $2,500 Gold**
☐ $1,000 Silver**

Dean Wilfred Bain Circle
☐ $500 Patron*
☐ $300 Sustainer*
☐ $100 Donor*
☐ $25 Explorer (age 50 and younger)

Name(s):_______________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________ State ________ Zip ____________________
Email ________________________________ □ New member □ Renewal

Checks should be made payable to the Friends of Music (I38I002015).
Please mail this form to:
Friends of Music, Jacobs School of Music, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405.
IU Opera Theater Production Staff

General Manager ........................................ Dean Gwyn Richards
Executive Administrator, IU Opera & Ballet Theater. .......... Maria L. Levy
Production Manager ....................................... Jim Lile
Guest Assistant Stage Director ........................... Timothy Nelson
Guest Stage Manager ................................. Joe Gladstone
Guest Assistant Stage Manager ..................... Kristen Barrett
Production Administrative Assistant .................. Nancy Guyer
Set Designer & Master Scenic Artist ................ C. David Higgins
Visiting Lecturer/Opera Coach .................... Kimberly Carballo
Visiting Lecturer/Opera Coach ..................... Daniela Candillari
Coaches/Accompanists ................................. Mark Phelps, Shuichi Umeyama
Technical Director .................................... Alissia Lauer
Assistant Technical Director ....................... Marc Black
Executive Administrator of Instrumental Ensembles
and Special Performance Activity .................... Thomas Wieligman
Director of Choral Studies ............................. William Jon Gray
Head of Properties Department and Scenic Artist ............ Timothy Stebbins
Scenic and Properties Assistant .................. Mark F. Smith
Scenic Painter ........................................ Makenzie Kus
Lighting Designer ..................................... Michael Schwandt
Assistant Lighting Designer ....................... Patrick Mero
Head of Costumes, Wigs & Make-up .................. Eléonore Maudry
First Hands ........................................ Soraya Noorzad, Dana Tzvetkov
Part-Time First Hands ................................. Swallow Leach, Anna Ramsey Purifoy
Costume Intern ....................................... Rebecca Williams
Scenery Construction ................................. Ken D’Eliso, William Presnell, David Presson
Audio Technician ...................................... Wayne Jackson
Coordinator of Audio Production & Sound Design .......... Travis Gregg
Coordinator of Audio Production .................. Fallon Stillman
Electrical Maintenance ................................. Dennis Long
Box Office and House Manager ..................... Tridib Pal
Director of Marketing and Publicity ................. Alain Barker
Publicity Assistant .................................... Linda Cajigas
Office of Marketing and Publicity Editor ............... Skip Sluder